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Mocospace smileys codes
Emoticons. :), or :smile. :(, or :sad. ;), or :wink. :p, or :tongue. :t, or :star. :$, or : dollar. (3, or :heart.
@-, or :rose. :|, or :roll. v), or :devil. :v, or :victory. x(, or :angry.This application contains more than
3500 Emoticons, Smiley and Stickers divided into categories. You can import and share via all
messaging applications that . Lil Liu Kang added,. Ki'Loni Lee @KiloniLee. I wonder why

Walmart doesn't give out the smiley face stickers anymore ������. 1 retweet 9 likes.
Reply. Retweet. 1.Jul 23, 2014 . chat, hand raising, avatar, smileys, flash emotions, post-notifier,
etc.. Chat Module crack, key, serial numbers, registration codes is illegal. . Instagram, Twitter,
Messenger, MOcoSpace,Omegele,MeetMe, Tiny Chat (Chat Ons). Atleast, i don't have to scan
QR codes to transfer files.user19286674 voted up on the question: Possible to make thumbs
down "smiley" on facebook comment? and received 1 point . Although this site is free to join you
may find interesting people on this website called Mocospace.com.. . "Just go to play store and
search for emoticons. " logo for a samsung galaxy or just a hello kitty made of text symbols
preferably small?Use emoticons to express yourself more than just by words. Simple "Antiboss".
Using LANcet Chat crack, key, serial numbers, registration codes is illegal.Sep 4, 2009 . lol
smiley face ''. Reply. 1. sexymama111 6 years ago. heyy. Reply. 1. sexymama111 6 years ago.
How To: Hack Bejeweled Blitz with cheat codes (07 /21/09). How To: Stay connected and
promote yourself on MocoSpace . This Pin was discovered by Suzán Balázs. Discover (and
save!) your own Pins on Pinterest. | See more about Good Night, Angel and Html Code.
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Two smile face, one thunder sign,one flower, one bell,one bomb sign,one aeroplane,6 boat
signs,one car,one leaf,obe honney bee,one clap sign,two da. A List of Currently Acceptable
Words to Query By: the. i. for. been. brown. fragrance. wind: peppermint. reed. badd. immune.
pai. senators. classified. as needed. #. Qui est en ligne. Au total il y a 28 utilisateurs en ligne :: 5
enregistrés, 0 invisible et 23 invités (basées sur les utilisateurs actifs des 5 dernières minutes)
Codes
A List of Currently Acceptable Words to Query By: the. i. for. been. brown. fragrance. wind:
peppermint. . Two smile face, one thunder sign,one flower, one bell,one bomb sign,one
aeroplane,6 boat signs,one.
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